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Brain connectivity measures represent candidate biomarkers of neuronal dysfunction in neurodegenerative diseases. Previous findings suggest that the behavioural variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) and its variants (i.e. frontal and temporo-limbic) may be related to the vulnerability of distinct functional connectivity networks. In this study, 82 bvFTD patients were included, and two patient groups were identified as frontal and temporo-limbic bvFTD variants. Two advanced multivariate analytical approaches were applied to FDG-PET data, i.e. sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE) method and seed-based interregional correlation analysis (IRCA). These advanced methods allowed the assessment of (i) the whole-brain metabolic connectivity, without any a priori assumption, and (ii) the main brain resting-state networks of crucial relevance for cognitive and behavioural functions. 
In the whole bvFTD group, we found dysfunctional connectivity patterns in frontal and limbic regions and in all major brain resting-state networks as compared to healthy controls (HC N=82). In the two bvFTD variants, SICE and IRCA analyses identified variant-specific reconfigurations of whole-brain connectivity and resting-state networks. Specifically, the frontal bvFTD variant was characterised by metabolic connectivity alterations in orbitofrontal regions and anterior resting-state networks, while the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant was characterised by connectivity alterations in the limbic and salience networks. These results highlight different neural vulnerabilities in the two bvFTD variants, as shown by the dysfunctional connectivity patterns, with relevance for the different neuropsychological profiles. This new evidence provides further insight in the variability of bvFTD and may contribute to a more accurate classification of these patients. 
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1.	Introduction
	The behavioural variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is the most common clinical manifestation associated with frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) (Rascovsky et al., 2011). This heterogeneous clinical syndrome is mainly characterised by behavioural alterations, also in association with cognitive and motor deficits (Rascovsky et al., 2011). 
Previous neuroimaging studies in bvFTD have shown an involvement of specific brain regions and connecting fibres, namely frontal and anterior temporal regions, and frontal and temporal white matter tracts (Gordon, Rohrer, & Fox, 2016; Rohrer & Rosen, 2013). FDG-PET is a fundamental neuroimaging tool to study early metabolic alterations associated with neurodegeneration, at both group- and single-subject level (Cerami et al., 2016; Perani et al., 2014, 2016), and is included in the supportive criteria for the diagnosis of bvFTD (Rascovsky et al., 2011). In bvFTD, previous FDG-PET studies consistently reported a disease-specific reduction of brain glucose metabolism in frontotemporal regions, especially in the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, in the anterior temporal poles and insula (Brown, Bohnen, Wong, Minoshima, & Frey, 2014; Cerami et al., 2016; Diehl-Schmid et al., 2007; Ishii, 2014; Verfaillie et al., 2015), and in subcortical structures (Cerami et al., 2016; Jeong, Cho, Park, Kang, & Lee, 2005; Perani, 2013; Salmon et al., 2006; Schroeter, Raczka, Neumann, & von Cramon, 2008). This evidence points at a selective vulnerability of associative frontal and limbic systems in bvFTD, whose alterations possibly contribute to the specific clinical features.  
	In the last decade, there has been increasing interest in the study of brain connectivity in neurodegenerative dementias, mainly using rs-fMRI (see Pievani, Filippini, van den Heuvel, Cappa, & Frisoni, 2014, William W Seeley, Crawford, Zhou, Miller, & Greicius, 2009; Warren, Rohrer, & Hardy, 2012). FDG-PET resting-state metabolic connectivity has been also applied to the study of  neurodegenerative diseases (Ballarini et al., 2016; Caminiti et al., 2017; Malpetti et al., 2017; Morbelli et al., 2012; Perani et al., 2017; Sala et al., 2017), relying on the assumption that brain regions with correlated resting metabolism are functionally associated (Horwitz, Duara, & Rapoport, 1984). FDG-PET brain metabolism represents a direct measure of neural and synaptic functioning, capturing all the events that might alter synaptic function (Perani, 2014). This has allowed the assessment of local and long-range disconnections in dementia, with evidence for disease-specific patterns of alterations (Ballarini et al., 2016; Caminiti et al., 2017; Malpetti et al., 2017; Morbelli et al., 2016; Sala et al., 2017; Titov et al., 2015).  In addition, the analysis of metabolic resting-state networks has revealed how different neurodegenerative processes can affect distinct neural networks with clear relationships with disease symptomatology (Ballarini et al., 2016; Malpetti et al., 2017; Sala et al., 2017). 
Two variants of bvFTD syndrome have been recently described with FDG-PET neuroimaging by our group, namely a frontal and a temporo-limbic bvFTD variant (Cerami et al., 2016). The frontal bvFTD variant was characterised by a widespread hypometabolism in the dorsolateral and ventromedial frontal cortex, while the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant was associated with a predominant hypometabolism in the temporal lobes, including the poles, the hippocampal structures and amygdala, with a selective sparing of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Notably, patients with the frontal bvFTD variant showed prevalent executive and language deficits, while patients with the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant showed poor encoding and recall on long-term memory tasks (Cerami et al., 2016). These findings suggest that the bvFTD frontal and temporo-limbic variants may be related to vulnerability of distinct functional networks.
The aim of this study was to further contribute the research on metabolic connectivity in frontal- and temporo-limbic bvFTD variants (Cerami et al., 2016). To this purpose, we combined two different multivariate analytical approaches, i.e. the sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE) method for the evaluation of whole-brain metabolic connectivity (Huang et al., 2010) and seed-based interregional correlation analyses (IRCA) for assessing the resting-state networks integrity ( Horwitz et al., 1984; Lee et al. 2008). We hypothesised distinct alterations both in whole-brain metabolic connectivity and in the resting-state networks, contributing to the clinical phenotypes of the two variants, which are mainly characterised by executive deficits in the frontal variant and poor long memory performance in the temporo-limbic patients (Cerami et al., 2016). 

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Participants
	Both patients and healthy controls (HC) data were retrospectively collected from the clinical and imaging database of the San Raffaele Hospital (Milan, Italy). We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether inclusion/exclusion criteria were established prior to data analysis, all analyses and all measures in the study.
We included 82 patients with a clinical diagnosis of probable bvFTD (Rascovsky et al., 2011) (see Table I). The diagnostic process encompassed medical history, neurological examination, and neuropsychological assessment (see section “Neuropsychological assessment and statistical analyses” for the available tests), MRI and FDG PET scans, according to the local pipeline. The latter was used to assess the brain hypometabolism pattern by applying a single-subject validated SPM procedure (Perani et al., 2014). All the bvFTD patients presented an FDG PET pattern consistent with the diagnosis of probable bvFTD, namely hypometabolism in anterior frontal and/or temporal brain regions, as indicated by Rascovsky’s criteria. None of the bvFTD patients included in this study showed AD-specific biomarkers, neither at the neuroimaging evaluation (i.e. typical temporo-parietal and posterior cingulate PET hypometabolism and MRI hippocampal atrophy patterns), nor at the cerebrospinal fluid exam in the available cases (i.e. low amyloid level).  The CSF exam was required by clinicians for 33 clinically uncertain cases and, in these patients, b-Amyloid and Tau markers were not as the typical ones for AD (i.e., low b-Amyloid and high phospho- or total-Tau levels) in 24. Only 9 out of 33 cases presented low b-Amyloid, but normal phospho- or total-Tau levels, which may reflect an incidental amyloid related to age (over seventy). Notably, they did not present with memory complaint as first presenting symptom at onset. At the MRI scans, some cases presented atrophy of the anterior brain regions, but this was not a consistent finding. Indeed, 38/82 cases showed normal MRI scan; 15/82 cases were characterised by atrophy of the frontal brain regions; 15/82 showed moderate or mild fronto-temporal atrophy; 6/82 presented perisylvian atrophy; and 8/82 cases presented a generalized cortical atrophy. Within the whole series, 13 cases also presented minimal or mild white matter changes, suggestive of coexisting vascular disease. In addition, all patients were followed clinically for a relatively long follow-up (3.11±1.72 years) further allowing the dementia-expert neurologists to confirm the clinical diagnosis of probable bvFTD.
According to the FDG-PET features as described by Cerami et al. (2016) (Cerami et al., 2016) the whole bvFTD group was then divided in two subgroups belonging to the frontal variant (N=35) and the temporo-limbic variant (N=35). The frontal bvFTD patients showed a significant dorsolateral prefrontal hypometabolism, while the temporo-limbic group a predominant hypometabolism in temporal/limbic structures, with sparing of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In order to match the sub-groups sample size for the analysis of the whole brain connectivity and the correlation analysis, we included the above comparable number of subjects, namely 35 patients with frontal variant and 35 patients with temporo-limbic variant. Sample size represents indeed a relevant factor in metabolic connectivity analysis, which might affect the results (Iaccarino et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2008). In addition, the two sub-groups were matched also for age and gender to control for other significant sources of variability.
For the two bvFTD variants, the demographic and general clinical information, the neuropsychological aspects are reported in Table I and II and compared by means of two-sample independent Mann-Whitney U test. The number of patients in each variant presenting with specific cognitive deficits and specific behavioural profiles (apathetic/disinhibited) at the dementia onset are reported in Table III. 
For comparisons, we selected the FDG-PET images in 82 HC subjects from the control database of Nuclear Medicine Unit, San Raffaele Hospital (Milan, Italy).  The group comprised 42 males and 40 females, with a mean age of 67.93 years (standard deviation (SD) = 6.95). Age and gender did not differ between bvFTD and HC groups (t test age: p < 0.24). 
The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of San Raffaele Hospital. The protocol conformed to the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki for protection of human subjects. 

2.2. Neuropsychological assessment and statistical analyses
	The neuropsychological assessment for each patient included measures of global cognitive efficiency (i.e. MMSE, CDR-FTD sum of boxes), memory (i.e. Digit Span Forward, immediate and delayed recall of Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test (RAVLT), recall of copy of the Rey-Osterrieth figure), attention and executive functions (i.e. Attentional Matrices, Raven Colored Progressive Matrices; Digit Span backward; letter (P-F-L) and category (animals-fruits-car brands) fluency tests; Cognitive Estimation Test; Stroop Interference Test or Wisconsin Card Sorting Test), language (i.e. Token test, picture naming and single word comprehension tests) and visuo-spatial abilities (i.e. copy of the Rey-Osterrieth figure) (Lezak, Howieson, Loring, & Fischer, 2004). 
Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of neuropsychological test scores were considered separately for the two bvFTD variants and used to explore group-profile differences (see Table II for details). Some cognitive tests were available in a limited number of patients such as the Trail Making Test (in 20 out of 70 patients), and the Stroop test (16 out of 70); thus, they were not included in the analysis.
Demographic-corrected scaled neuropsychological scores were used for statistical comparisons, with group differences tested by non-parametric statistics (i.e., Mann-Whitney U test) (Shi et al., 2017) due to non-normal distribution of the neuropsychological data. We considered the scores obtained in neuropsychological tests of the considered memory, language and executive functions, as previously reported to be significantly impaired in bvFTD patients (Rascovsky et al., 2011), and in the two variants (Cerami et al., 2016).  

2.3. FDG-PET acquisition and processing procedures
	The acquisition of FDG-PET images was performed according to the European Association of Nuclear Medicine guidelines (Varrone et al., 2009). We created a single averaged 15-minute frame for each image starting at 45 minutes after radio-ligand injection. The intensity of single-subject images was normalized dividing each image for its global mean. Then spatial normalization to a specific 18F-FDG-PET template (Della Rosa, 2014) and smoothing (FWHM: 8 mm) were performed in Statistical Parametrical Mapping software (SPM5, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Sherborn, Mass). Intensity normalization to the global mean was applied.
For the patients, each warped and smoothed image entered a whole-brain voxel-level statistical comparison with a validated database of healthy controls to obtain SPM t-maps with regions of significant hypometabolism (p<0.05, with Family Wise Error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons) (Della Rosa, 2014; Perani et al., 2014). The resulting hypometabolism t-maps were highly consistent, and supported the bvFTD diagnosis in each single patient, also allowing assignment to either frontal or temporo-limbic bvFTD variants, as described by Cerami et al. (2016). 


2.4. Whole brain metabolic connectome: SICE analysis
For the connectivity analyses, we investigated the metabolic connectivity reconfiguration in the whole bvFTD group (N=82) compared to controls (N=82) and, separately, in the two variants namely, the frontal bvFTD subgroup (N=35) and temporo-limbic bvFTD subgroup (N=35).  
	A series of nodes (N=121), representing brain regions of interest (ROIs) for the connectivity analysis, were selected to cover the whole-brain (Caminiti et al., 2016; Sala et al., 2017). Following Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2010), the whole-brain-matrix was subdivided into 14 sub-matrices, representative of brain structural-functional macroareas. ROIs were mainly derived from the Automated Anatomical Labelling (AAL) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), as extensively detailed elsewhere (Caminiti et al., 2016; Sala et al., 2017).   Using GraphVar toolbox (Kruschwitz, List, Waller, Rubinov, & Walter, 2015), SICE method (Huang et al., 2010) was applied on the Subject-by-Node/ROI matrix, to estimate the metabolic connectivity matrices for each group (whole bvFTD, frontal bvFTD and temporo-limbic bvFTD variants, and the HC group) (Kruschwitz et al., 2015), as detailed elsewhere (Huang et al., 2010). Stability Approach to Regularization Selection (StARS) was applied for optimal density selection (Liu, Roeder, & Wasserman, 2010). Metabolic connectivity matrices were represented in a 3D brain template using BrainNet toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/ (​https:​/​​/​www.nitrc.org​/​projects​/​bnv​/​​)) (Xia, Wang, & He, 2013).
	For each group, we performed both a brain network analysis to identify brain modules, and a nodal analysis to identify brain hubs, as detailed elsewhere (Sala et al., 2017). Furthermore, we performed a sub-matrix based analysis, by calculating the total number of within or short-distance connections (i.e. connections linking two nodes in the same sub-matrix) and the total number of between or long-distance connections (i.e. connections linking two nodes belonging to different sub-matrices), thus providing a characterising of the metabolic connectivity profile for each group. 
We implemented a bootstrapping procedure (N=1000) in order to rigorously test differences in modularity and number of short-distance and long-distance connections between the whole bvFTD group and controls, as well as between frontal bvFTD, temporo-limbic bvFTD variants and the matched HC groups, using multiple independent t-tests and Bonferroni correction. Differences in short- and long-distance connectivity were then analysed by means of a hierarchical cluster analysis in order to identify consistent patterns of connectivity alterations across sub-matrices.  

2.5. Metabolic connectivity in resting state networks: IRCA analysis
	We applied IRCA, using a voxel-wise SPM procedure as described in Lee et al. (2008) (Lee et al., 2008), to explore metabolic connectivity within the resting state networks in the whole bvFTD group (N=82) compared to controls (N=82), and in the two bvFTD variants. We considered the main brain resting state networks, namely the anterior (ADMN) and posterior (PDMN) default mode networks, the frontal executive control networks (ECN), the anterior salience network (ASN), and the limbic network (LIN). 
Seed ROIs were defined from the functional atlas of resting state networks (as defined by Shirer et al. (2012) (http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html)) (Shirer, Ryali, Rykhlevskaia, Menon, & Greicius, 2012; Tomasi & Volkow, 2011), except for LIN’s seed, i.e. amygdala and hippocampi, which was defined according to (Cerami et al., 2016), and derived from the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). 
 The mean FDG seed uptake, extracted separately for each group, was set as variable of interest in a multiple regression model, testing for voxel-level correlations with the whole brain metabolic activity in the bvFTD and HC groups and in the two bvFTD variants (P < 0.01, FDR correction for multiple comparisons; k > 100). In the two variants, we then implemented multiple General Linear Models, testing whether the interaction between mean seed metabolism and neuropsychological test scores predicted metabolism in the corresponding large-scale network, thus testing whether networks connectivity was associated to the level of severity of the neuropsychological scores in the two bvFTD subgroups (controlling for MMSE corrected score). For the above interaction analysis, we used Z scores of the neuropsychological scores calculated considering the standardized mean and standard deviation on the Italian population as reported in the literature (see Barletta-Rodolfi, Gasparini, & Ghidoni, 2011). We report only significant results at the statistical threshold set at p = 0.005 (peak-level, with p<0.05 FWE corrected at cluster level), and k>100. As complementary analysis to the interaction between metabolic connectivity and cognition, correlation analyses between neuropsychological Z scores and the whole brain metabolism were performed in both frontal al temporo-limbic bvFTD groups, to test cognition-related localised dysfunctions in the two variants.  




3.1. Neuropsychological and Behavioural and profiles
The frontal bvFTD group showed a significant impairment in attention (i.e. attentional matrix), short-term memory (i.e. digit forward; immediate recall of RAVLT) and language (i.e. Semantic verbal fluency; Phonemic verbal fluency; Token task) (see Table II). Only the temporo-limbic group had selective memory symptoms at onset (see Table III) and showed a significant positive correlation between disease duration and RAVLT delayed recall scores (r = -0.723, p=0.003), at difference with the frontal variant showing no correlation (r= -0.189; p= 0.388).
Disinhibition and apathy co-occur  in the majority of patients (i.e. in 34.29% frontal and 40.0% temporo-limbic patients), isolated apathy was present in both the frontal (i.e. 57.14%) and the temporo-limbic subgroup (i.e. 42.86%). Instead, isolated disinhibition was present only in the temporo-limbic sub-group (i.e. 14.29%).

3.2. SICE 
3.2.1. Whole bvFTD vs. HC comparison
	Hubs - Eight hubs for the HC group and fifteen hubs for the bvFTD group were identified, with anatomical differences. bvFTD was characterised by loss of hubs in medial and lateral frontal and temporo-occipital cortex, thalamus and cerebellum; reconfigured hubs encompassed orbitofrontal and parietal regions (see Figure 1).
	Modules - Louvain modularity method identified five modules for HC and four modules for bvFTD. BvFTD was associated with a widespread reallocation of nodes across modules, with extensive reconfigurations in the modular structure of fronto-parietal, limbic-basal ganglia and cingulum-temporal modules (see Figure 2). Statistical comparison of modularity index (Q) confirmed the presence of a significant decrease (p<0.001) in network modularity in bvFTD (Q=0.39) compared to HC (Q=0.50).
	Metabolic connectivity profile - bvFTD metabolic connectivity matrix showed a whole-brain reconfiguration, both in short- and long-distance connectivity, markedly affecting orbitofrontal, lateral frontal and subcortical sub-matrices. Orbitofrontal and lateral frontal submatrices showed widespread increases in short-distance and long-distance connectivity with virtually any other sub-matrix (Figure 3). At difference, the subcortical sub-matrices, i.e. cerebellar, brainstem, thalamus and basal ganglia, were characterised by a consistent pattern of decreased connectivity, both locally and at long-distance, with disconnections affecting either subcortical-subcortical but also subcortico-cortical connectivity. All reported differences were statistically significant (p < 0.001). 

3.2.2. Frontal bvFTD vs. Temporo-limbic bvFTD variants
	Hubs - Anatomical localization of hubs was relatively similar across the two variants. Lost hubs were consistently localized in the medial and lateral frontal cortex and in temporo-occipital regions, putamen and thalamus. However, in the frontal bvFTD variant, all reconfigured hubs were part of orbitofrontal, lateral frontal and cerebellar regions, whereas in the temporal bvFTD variant reconfigured hubs were sparse and localized in orbitofrontal, lateral frontal, cingulate and temporal regions (Figure 1).
	Modules - Louvain modularity method identified 4 modules for the frontal bvFTD variant, and 7 modules for the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant. Modular reconfiguration was more prominent in the frontal than in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, with high regional heterogeneity in the modules of the former group (Figure 2). Reconfiguration involved mainly the fronto-parietal, limbic-basal ganglia and cerebellum-brainstem modules in the frontal bvFTD variant, whereas cingulum, temporal modules and fronto-parietal, limbic-basal ganglia modules were maximally affected in the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant, with Modularity index (Q) significantly decreased in both groups (Q=0.42; Q=0.44, p<0.001).
	Metabolic connectivity profile - Metabolic connectivity matrix showed widespread connectivity reconfigurations, both in short- and long-distance connectivity, with commonalities and substantial differences between bvFTD variants (Figure 3). As for commonalities, subcortical matrices, i.e. basal ganglia, thalamus, brainstem and cerebellum, showed short- and long-distance connectivity decreases in both bvFTD variants. As for differences, in the frontal bvFTD variant, connectivity changes mainly involved orbitofrontal and parietal lobe sub-matrices, with increases in short-distance as well as in long-distance connectivity with virtually any other sub-matrix. In the temporo-limbic bvFTD variant, connectivity changes maximally and specifically involved the temporal pole submatrix, with strong and widespread increases in short- and long-distance connectivity between the temporal pole and any other cortical sub-matrix. All reported differences were statistically significant (p < 0.001).

3.3. IRCA resting-state networks analysis
3.3.1. Whole bvFTD vs. HC comparison
	Resting-state networks obtained from IRCA in the whole bvFTD group and HC are shown in Figure 4A at p< 0.01 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons. bvFTD was associated with alterations in metabolic connectivity in all considered resting-state networks. As for the ADMN, an increase of metabolic connectivity was observed between the seed (i.e. anterior cingulate/ventromedial frontal cortex) and all frontal regions, with a parallel decrease of connectivity with the medial and superior temporal regions, parietal cortex and precuneus. As for the PDMN, the seed (i.e. posterior cingulate cortex) was disconnected from the dorsolateral frontal cortex. The ECN also showed loss of connectivity between the seed (i.e. dorsolateral frontal cortex) and the posterior regions of the network. There was an abnormal increase of connectivity between the frontal cortex and subcortical structures, the putamen and caudate. Similarly, the ASN showed reduced connectivity between the seed (i.e. insula) and regions of the temporal lobe, and an increase of connectivity within the frontal lobe (i.e. orbitofrontal, medial and dorsolateral frontal regions). The LIN showed a disorganized pattern, with a significant increase of connectivity between the seed (i.e. amygdala) and orbitofrontal cortex, and a reduction of connectivity with subcortical regions and cerebellum. 

3.3.2. Resting-state networks in Frontal bvFTD and Temporo-limbic bvFTD variants
	The results obtained with IRCA in the bvFTD variants are shown in Figure 4B, at p < 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons.
As for the ADMN, frontal bvFTD patients showed abnormally increased connectivity between the seed (i.e. anterior cingulate/ventromedial frontal cortex) and frontal regions (i.e. orbitofrontal, medial and dorsolateral frontal cortex), the left temporal pole and left basal ganglia.  In contrast, temporo-limbic bvFTD patients showed decreased connectivity involving the same seed (i.e. anterior cingulate/ventromedial frontal cortex), and left insula and medial frontal cortex. As for the PDMN, the bvFTD variants showed a dysfunctional pattern of reduced connectivity, which involved locally only the seed region (i.e. posterior cingulate cortex) in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, and connections between the seed and hippocampal regions in the frontal bvFTD group. Although the connectivity patterns in ECN were reduced in both groups, a more extended altered pattern was found in frontal bvFTD patients involving a larger portion of dorsolateral, medial and orbitofrontal cortex. Both variants showed increased metabolic connectivity in the ASN, between the seed (i.e. anterior insula) and frontal regions, with a more extended pattern of connectivity alterations in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, involving widespread portions of the medial frontal cortex and insula. Connectivity of the LIN was maximally altered in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, with abnormally increased metabolic connectivity between hippocampal structures, thalamus and putamen. 

3.3.3. Correlations of resting state networks and neuropsychological features 
In the frontal bvFTD group, metabolic connectivity of ADMN was significantly associated with long-term memory (as measured by RAVLT performance). Namely, worse RAVLT delayed recall performance was significantly related to increased connectivity between the ADMN seed and the right superior temporal gyrus.
In the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, connectivity of the LIN was related to multiple neuropsychological deficits. Specifically, decreased network connectivity was associated to worse performance in semantic verbal fluency, in Token test, and in long-term memory, as measured by RAVLT performance. In Table IV, we report the tests and networks with significant interactions (p<0.005 at peak level, p<0.05 FWE at cluster level). 
Testing for cognition-related brain metabolism dysfunctions in frontal bvFTD patients we found  lower attentional matrix scores associated with lower values of metabolism in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (R=0.66, p<0.001 at peak level, p=0.011 at cluster level), and in the temporo-limbic variant, Token test scores associated with brain hypometabolism in the left inferior temporal lobe (R=0.41, p<0.001 at peak level, p=0.006 at cluster level).




In this study, we assessed for the first time FDG-PET metabolic connectivity using SICE and IRCA analyses in a very large sample of probable bvFTD patients, specifically addressing the frontal bvFTD and temporo-limbic bvFTD variants (Cerami et al. 2016). Our findings on the impaired metabolic connectivity profiles and the altered resting-state networks reflect an extensive brain functional disorganization, which seems also to explain the distinct cognitive features of these syndromes (Cerami et al., 2014; Cerami & Cappa, 2013).
Brain networks related to complex cognitive functions are affected by the neurodegenerative processes, as shown in previous studies in bvFTD (Farb et al., 2013; Filippi et al., 2013; Pievani et al., 2014; Rytty et al., 2013; Seeley et al., 2007; Whitwell, Josephs, Weigand, & Baker, 2011; Zhou et al., 2010). BvFTD is characterised by an early neurodegeneration of fronto-temporo-insular brain regions (Piguet, Hornberger, Mioshi, & Hodges, 2011; Rascovsky et al., 2011), involved in social and top-down cognitive control (Ibanez & Manes, 2012; Seeley et al., 2007; Stanley & Adolphs, 2013). Previous neuroimaging studies investigated patterns of brain hypometabolism (Jeong et al., 2005; Perani, 2013; Salmon et al., 2006; Schroeter et al., 2008) and atrophy (Seeley et al., 2007; Whitwell et al., 2009) in bvFTD, whereas no evidence exists on metabolic resting-state networks integrity in bvFTD, previously assessed only with fMRI technique (Farb et al., 2013; Filippi et al., 2013; Pievani et al., 2014; Rytty et al., 2013; Seeley et al., 2007; Whitwell et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2010). 
	In the whole bvFTD group, both SICE and IRCA analyses revealed a pathological reconfiguration of whole brain metabolic connectivity (see Figures 2 and 3) and resting-state networks, especially in ADMN, ECN and ASN (see Figure 4A). Overall, in bvFTD patients, metabolic connectivity alterations affected both short- and long-distance connections involving cortical and subcortical brain regions. We found an increased connectivity in cortical regions as orbitofrontal, lateral frontal, insular and temporal regions, and decreased connectivity in subcortical structures, such as brainstem, thalamus and basal ganglia. This result is consistent with previous FDG-PET and MRI studies which investigated hypometabolism (Cerami et al., 2016; Ishii, 2014; Jeong et al., 2005; Morbelli et al., 2016; Perani, 2013; Salmon et al., 2006; Schroeter et al., 2008; Verfaillie et al., 2015) and structural and functional MRI connectivity alterations (Farb et al., 2013; Filippi et al., 2013; Pievani et al., 2014; Rytty et al., 2013; Seeley et al., 2007; Whitwell et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2010) in bvFTD. The alterations in metabolic connectivity of these networks are consistent with the typical dysexecutive and social impairment in bvFTD (Rascovsky et al., 2011). Notably, orbitofrontal, frontal medial, and anterior cingulate cortex are part of the serotoninergic system, which is severely impaired in frontotemporal dementia (Franceschi et al., 2005), suggesting a functional disorganization of the brain connectome in brain regions key to the neuropathological processes.
The second step of this study was to explore the metabolic connectivity differences in the two bvFTD variants. It is well-known that frontal bvFTD and temporo-limbic bvFTD variants are characterised by distinct hypometabolism patterns and specific clinical features  (Cerami et al., 2016), here confirmed in a larger sample. At cognitive level, patients with the frontal variant showed more severe impairments than temporo-limbic group (see Table II), suggesting a more aggressive neurodegenerative course in these subjects. Temporo-limbic bvFTD patients showed a significant association between long-term memory deficits and disease duration, at difference with the frontal variant group that did not show the same correlation. This suggests that some differences in the neuropsychological profiles might possibly reflect different underlying neural vulnerabilities, as supported by the present results.  SICE analyses in the two subgroups revealed indeed different metabolic connectivity profiles associated with the frontal and temporo-limbic variants.  In the frontal bvFTD group, there was a major involvement of fronto-lateral and parietal cortex connectivity, and in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group, of the crucial limbic structures. 
On a technical note, metabolic connectivity increases can be interpreted as expression of either compensatory or pathogenic processes (Pievani et al., 2014). Whereas a compensatory interpretation might fit well on cohorts in the early disease phases and when the connectivity increase involves areas relatively spared by the disease process, a pathogenic interpretation seems more reasonable when connectivity increases involve brain regions affected by the pathogenic process. 
The modularity analysis showed reconfiguration involving the cingulum and temporal modules in the temporo-limbic bvFTD group and the fronto-parietal and cerebellum-brainstem modules in the frontal bvFTD group (see Figure 2). Cerebellum is usually associated with sensitive-motor functions but its role in the modulation of cognitive process, especially language and social cognition, is also largely recognized (Sokolov, Miall, & Ivry, 2017). Considering the important functional connections between cerebellum and prefrontal cortex, in frontal bvFTD variant, the greater involvement of prefrontal cortex connectivity in this variant may explain the derangement of cerebellum modules. Overall these results provide new evidence for a specific and differential vulnerability in the two bvFTD variants. 
The IRCA analysis of the resting-state networks showed extended metabolic connectivity alterations in ADMN, ECN and PDMN in frontal bvFTD patients, and in ASN and LIN in the temporo-limbic bvFTD patients (see Figure 4B). Both the frontal and temporo-limbic bvFTD patients showed a common hypometabolic pattern involving the frontal and insular cortex, which are core structures in the ASN (Seeley et al., 2007). Notably, these brain structures are part of neural systems involved in social skills (Amodio, 2006; Lamm, Decety, & Singer, 2011; Overwalle, 2009; Ruby & Decety, 2004; Schlaffke, 2015), that are equally impaired in the two variants (Table III). There were, however, also crucial differences. The ADMN and ECN, crucially reconfigured in the frontal bvFTD variant, include cerebral regions that are significantly hypometabolic in these patients. The temporo-limbic bvFTD variant showed a major interaction between memory performance and connectivity reconfiguration in the LIN.  This result may explain the marked memory deficits found in this variant (Cerami et al., 2016). On the other hand, the long-term memory performance was associated instead with the ADMN reconfiguration in the frontal variant. Of note, the ADMN structures are associated with episodic memory retrieval (Euston, Gruber, & McNaughton, 2012), suggesting different neural correlates for memory deficits in the frontal variant.
We found a major involvement of the frontal regions and a dysfunctional connectivity reconfiguration of the ECN for the frontal variant, and we found also a significant correlation between attentive matrices performance and brain metabolism in the dorsal prefrontal cortex. We did not find however any significant interaction between metabolic connectivity and executive neuropsychological tests, such as attentional matrices and Raven matrix. This may be due to different reasons. First, executive deficits may be underpinned by a more localised effect/dysfunction which is not reflected in an extended alteration of global metabolic connectivity and brain networks. Second, the neuropsychological tests available in our study, such as the attentive matrices and Raven matrices, encompass different cognitive functions, such as abstract reasoning and visuospatial skill. We think that considering more specific executive tests, such as the Stroop Test and the go/no-go task, or planning proficiency (e.g. the Tower of London Test), not available in the present study, a significant relationship could emerge between executive deficits and frontal networks’ dysfunction. 
As evident in the Table III, disinhibition and apathy co-occur in bvFTD patients with no distinction between the two variants, confirming previous findings (Cerami et al., 2016). In addition, for all the resting state networks, we found overlap of the connectivity patterns associated either to the presence of apathy or disinhibition. The shared metabolic involvement of fronto-limbic structures (i.e. ACC/MCC, ventromedial frontal cortex, and insula), may explain the lack of differences between the frontal and the temporo-limbic patients in these main behavioural core dimensions. Previous evidence reported distinct atrophy patterns associated with the severity in apathy (i.e, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) and disinhibition (i.e., right temporal and limbic structures) in bvFTD patients (Zamboni, Huey, Krueger, Nichelli, & Grafman, 2008). Our results based on metabolic connectivity analysis, suggest that the two here described variants do not differ and are characterized by overlapping patterns of dysfunctional connectivity for both apathy and disinhibition. This is further supported by the evidence that the two behavioural symptoms are frequently co-occurring in the FTLD spectrum (Chow et al., 2009; Kertesz, McMonagle, Blair, Davidson, & Munoz, 2005), and have been described as multi-dimensional clinical manifestations resulting from common neuroanatomical and neurochemical deficits (Passamonti, Lansdall, & Rowe, 2018). Clinical co-occurrence and presence of similar metabolic connectivity patterns in our sample support this hypothesis. 





In conclusion, our data indicate the presence of two distinct brain metabolic connectivity profiles in the bvFTD variants, paralleling the different hypometabolism patterns found at single-subject level (Cerami et al., 2016), and associated with variant-specific cognitive deficits.  Although previous literature has showed an alteration in functional and structural connectivity in frontotemporal dementia (Seeley et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2010), this is the first study that provides new evidence for an altered functional metabolic connectivity in a very  large group of bvFTD patients and considering crucially the bvFTD variants. These metabolic connectivity signatures provide further insight in the variability of bvFTD, where the frontal and temporo-limbic variants are represented also by different neural network connectivity patterns.
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Table I. Demographic aspects 

In “Statistics” the results of statistical comparisons between frontal and temporo-limbic variants are reported (n.s. = not significant). Abbreviation: CDR - Clinical Dementia Rating Scale; MMSE - Mini Mental State Examination; F - Frontal; TL - Temporo-Limbic. 

	WHOLE bvFTD GROUP	Frontal VARIANT	Temporo-limbic VARIANT	Statistics
Number of subjects	82	35	35	
gender (male/female)	42/40	20/15	19/16	n.s.
Age in years (mean/SD)	69.37 ± 7.73	67.14 ± 7.62	72.32 ± 6.87	p=0.009
Education in years (mean/SD)	11.06 ± 4.63	11.29 ± 4.56	11.03 ± 4.75	n.s.
Disease duration in months (mean/SD)	30.13 ± 20.57	30.13 ± 20.57	34.33 ± 25.6	n.s.

Table II. Global Cognitive and Neuropsychological features 
In “Statistics” the results of statistical comparisons between frontal and temporo-limbic neuropsychological features are reported (* = p < .05; n.s. = not significant). Abbreviations: F - Frontal; TL - Temporo-Limbic.
	Frontal VARIANT(N=35)	Temporo-limbic VARIANT(N=35)	Statistic
MMSE  (mean/SD)	21.53 ± 6.28	23.03 ± 5.48	n.s.





Rey list immediate recall (mean/SD)	21.42±10.01	32.29±12.3	F<TL**
Rey list delayed recall (mean/SD)	2.85±2.74	6.33±5.31	n.s
Recall of copy of the Rey-Osterrieth figure (mean/SD)	9.53±5.31	8.22±6.04	n.s
Semantic verbal fluency (mean/SD)	19.13±10.68	29.6±13.48	F<TL**
Phonemic verbal fluency (mean/SD)	8.4±7.22	17.92±9.43	F<TL**
Token task (mean/SD)	21.97±8.03	27.81±5.48	F<TL**







Table III. Cognitive and behavioural profiles at onset in the two bvFTD variants. 
	Frontal VARIANT (N=35)	Temporo-limbic VARIANT(N=35)








behavioural SYMPTOMs	N. of CASES
Apathy (ONLY)	20	15
disinhibition (ONLY)	0	5

















Table IV. Significant correlations between metabolic connectivity in resting-state networks and neuropsychological features

















Figure 1. Hubs in whole bvFTD group and two variants. Figure shows lost (in blue), preserved (in green) and reconfigured hubs (in red) in the whole bvFTD sample (upper) and frontal (middle) and temporo-limbic (bottom) variants. Hub identification was based on participation coefficient (see Sala et al., 2017). Reconfigured hubs in frontal variant converged in orbitofrontal, lateral frontal and cerebellar regions whereas, in temporo-limbic variant, reconfigured hubs were sparser and localized in orbitofrontal, lateral frontal, parietal and inferior temporal regions. Hubs are represented on a 3D brain template using BrainNet toolbox.Figure 2. Modules in whole bvFTD group and two variants. The alluvial diagram represents regions in the fronto-parietal (upper), limbic-basal ganglia (middle) and cingulum-temporal (bottom) modules, as identified in HC subjects, and their reorganization in different modules in the whole bvFTD sample (left), and in frontal (central) and temporo-limbic (left) variants.





Figure 4. Resting-state brain metabolic connectivity results in the whole patient group (A) and in the two sub-variants (B). In both panels, from top to bottom: anterior Default Mode Network (ADMN - seed: Anterior Cingulum); posterior Default Mode Network (PDMN - seeds: Posterior Cingulum/Precuneus); Executive Network (ECN - seeds: Left and Right Middle Frontal and Superior Frontal Gyri, Left and Right Parietal Cortex); Anterior Salience Network (ASL - seeds: Left and Right Anterior Insula); Limbic Network (LIN - seeds: Left and Right Amygdala and Hippocampi). 
Panel A: BvFTD (pink), HC (blue), and overlap (violet). In patients compared to controls, ADMN, ECN, and ASN show an increase of metabolic connectivity within frontal regions and reduced connectivity between seeds and regions of temporal lobe. LIN is characterised by increased connectivity between seed (i.e. amygdala) and orbitofrontal cortex, while PDMN by a disconnection between seeds (i.e. anterior cingulate/ventromedial frontal cortex) and dorsolateral frontal cortex. All the results are shown at P<0.01 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons.
Panel B: Frontal variant (red), temporo-limbic variant (green), and overlap (yellow). Frontal variant bvFTD group shows a more extended altered connectivity in ADMN e ECN. Both networks show an extended connectivity between the seeds and frontal structures (i.e. orbitofrontal, medial and dorsolateral frontal cortex). In addition, frontal bvFTD group exhibits decreased connectivity in PDMN, involving the seed and hippocampal regions. Temporo-limbic variant bvFTD group has a more extended pattern of connectivity in ASN and in LIN. Temporo-limbic patients show a slightly larger connectivity pattern in ASN, involving larger portion of medial frontal cortex and insula, and in LIN, with involvement of sub-cortical regions (i.e. hippocampi, para-hippocampal regions, thalamus and putamen). All the results are shown at p < 0.05 FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons.
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